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Such keen interest in multihulls !

The weather may have been unreliable, but that did not affect the enthusiasm of the visitors
attending this 13th edition. Even more of them turned up from all around the world, (15,000
visitors including an ever-increasing proportion from abroad) to discover what was on offer,
a practically full range of cruising catamarans and trimarans with sails or engines.
With more than 65 multihulls on display, it is true that this was without doubt a record for a
boat show.
The port of La Grande Motte, now a reference around the world for the multihull sector, was
decked out in its Sunday best, having transformed its harbour with more than half a mile of
extra pontoons to host the event.
The yards, which are heavily involved and increasingly in tune with requirements, welcomed
more than 15,000 visitors. Their production schedules may be booked up, but they have

managed to keep up with this soaring success by extending their delivery deadlines and finetuning their production process. Demand is so high that they are able to convince their
clients of the need to wait for more than two or even three years.

This latest successful edition also saw the sector do its utmost to meet the requirements of
the yards. The equipment manufacturers, engine-makers, sail-makers, chandleries, banks,
insurance companies and transport firms all went home on Sunday at the close of the event
with a level of demand they had not seen for a long time, which is certainly no bad thing.

The detailed results that the organisers will present in a few weeks from now will reveal many
other surprises, but the main thing is that it is clear that multihulls are doing well and indeed
very well.
See you in 2023, from 12th to 16th April.
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